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Abstract— Many travelling agencies are there in the market 

who are providing daily pick-up and drop services to the 

daily travelers very conveniently. All this facility in a single 

touch i.e. provided within single application. That means 

you only have to book a cab, select pick up or drop point 

and here you go. Your cab will be waiting in your doorstep 

but these services are limited only up to a particular city. 

Inter – City Travel means that travelling from one city to 

another city through the bus, taxi or railway but what about 

when you are new in city, don’t know about the bus stops, 

from where to pick the taxi or bus for the particular 

destination or in case if you find that the major problem is 

limited seats. People do reservations/pre-booking in the 

buses or railways those who don’t want to travel comfort-

less or in standing position. Travelling inter-city for new 

peoples those who want to get travel with comfort and also 

don’t know from where to pick up the private cabs who will 

take them to their particular destination had become the 

major problems and specially with the girls. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s era, everyone wants convenience and comfort in 

daily life activities but everywhere, it is not possible. 

Travelling is also a major part of day-to-day activities and in 

same case also, people wants same comfort assistance in 

whole journey. Taking this statement, we came to the 

solution that will provide the comfort as well as secure 

journey provided by the “Happy Journey” application. This 

application will help you to book the cabs for the intercity 

travelling purpose. It means that if you want to travel from 

one city to another then “Happy Journey” application will 

bring this service to you. The main part of this application 

is, it is available in your pocket i.e. it’s an android 

application that ensures mobility as well as proficient 

application. 

“Happy Journey” is an android application which 

lets you book cabs for the intercity travel purpose using your 

smartphone and provides you the best service that will make 

your journey more luxurious. “Happy Journey” will provide 

services at your doorstep, that means whenever you book a 

cab from this application, the driver of that cab will pick you 

from your decided location and drops you at your specified 

location. Here, most of the time you will be provided by the 

AC cabs which will make your stress-full journey more 

comfortable. Also, it provides you the pooling system within 

the journey which will track the driver as well as the user 

who were assigned for the particular journey to keep the 

journey theft-free. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

For the literature survey of our application, we have gone 

through several similar websites, to look for some up 

gradation to our project, the website we have visited are: 

A. www.olacabs.com 

OLA is one of the most successful cab service provider in 

the market, they also developed an android application 

which again ensures the mobility and can be accessed from 

anywhere. This application is integrated with the Google 

Maps from which the user can specify his/her location 

according to his GPS provided latitude/longitude in the map 

and the same latitude/longitude will be provided to the 

requested driver to get the precise location as well as the 

directions which helps to reach the driver at the user’s 

specified location. 

It also generates the fare within the application 

which was taken by the driver and this fare generates 

according to the distance. Sometimes, it also offers some 

price discount to their frequent users. They directly reduces 

the actual fare and also provides promotional messages. 

B. www.uber.com 

Uber is also a cab service provider but with different 

services, they have the maximum choices of cabs like Sedan 

class, SUV class, Coupe class etc. and according to their 

mileage, the fares were taken from the user.  Uber is 

extremely safe. Passengers get to rate their driver/overall 

experience after each ride, and drivers are reliant on good 

overall ratings. 

C. www.easycabs.com 

Easy Cabs provides cab to travel within the city, also for the 

holiday trips. They have their own holiday packages 

provided with their special rates. Specialized drivers, 

gathered from all over the India to drive in tricky roadways. 

Pioneer in best providing holiday packages within cabs. 

Also specialized in Airport Transfers, the key to an efficient 

Airport Transfer Service is timely and updated information 

so as to ensure all arrivals and departures are coordinated to 

the last minute. Our emphasis on technology and 

communication, which comes as part of the Carzonrent 

advantage, ensures timely services for both departure and 

arrival airport services. 

D. www.merucabs.com 

Meru Cabs delivers a reliable taxi service by concentrating 

on each touch point of its customers. Technology led 

innovation is in the DNA of our company. We pioneered 

many innovations for past seven years like fully automated 

GPS GPRS based dispatch system, automated speed alarms 

in cabs, trip tracker service and ICE alert in mobile apps 

aimed at women safety as also industry's most advanced 

forecasting algorithm. As the pioneer, we feel duty-bound to 
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constantly look at providing better consumer experience 

through best-of-breed technology to complement our best-

in-class service. 

E. Specifications 

Features Ola Cabs Uber Cabs easyCabs 

GPS Average Good Average 

Prices/Km Rs. 6/km Rs.  5/km Rs. 23/km 

Public Review Good Very Good Average 

User Interface Good Very  Good Average 

Table 1: 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Modules Description  

1) One-Time Journey 

In this module, the user can book a cab for the single 

journey purpose, just like a single trip in which driver only 

picks up the user and drops at their destination. It is for the 

intercity purpose, from one city to another user can book a 

cab which will come after requesting a driver at his/her 

doorstep and the driver will pick up the user and his journey 

starts. As the user reaches his/her destination, the driver will 

be disconnected from that pool with the user. 

2) Vacation Trip 

In this module, the user can book a cab for the holiday trip 

purpose in which the particular cab with its driver will be 

booked for the 4-5 days (days may vary). It is same as One-

Time Journey but the difference is the driver will be with 

user till the holiday trip and both the user and driver will be 

tracked through GPS till the user safely reaches to his/her 

home. 

3) Admin Phase 

In this, admin plays a major role. Here admin have to 

manage all the pools i.e. tracking active pools, checking last 

pools, managing user, driver database etc. Through the 

tracking, if someone found misbehaved, then the admin will 

track their location and send the emergency team 

immediately. 

B. Class Diagram 

 
Fig. 1: Class Diagram 

C. Use case Diagram  

 
Fig. 2: Use case Diagram 

IV. ADVANTAGES 

 Faster bookings with payment details. 

 Provides user and admin section within the single app. 

 Also provide the pooling facility with drivers for better 

transparency. 

V. APPLICATION 

 Also used for the Emergency purpose.  

 Also used to travel outside the city as well as inside the 

city. 

 Automated services for local travel services. 

 Safer and convenient transportation service for the 

customer. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The project is partially completed, satisfying the required 

design specifications. This app provides user friendly 

interface the app is developed with an modular approach. 

We have gone through several similar websites, to look for 

some up gradation to our project. The first website or 

application we have visited is OlaCabs. . This application is 

integrated with the Google Maps from which the user can 

specify his/her location. It also generates the fare within the 

application which was taken by the driver and this fare 

generates according to the distance. We have also kept the 

same options. Other website is Uber.com, they have the 

maximum choices of cabs like Sedan class, SUV class, 

Coupe class etc. unlike uber we are also providing 

customers with different car options and enhanced service 

quality. We have also gone through MeruCabs and 

EasyCabs. Every website has excellent features and some 

drawbacks. We are not imitating there features,  but we have 

studied them thoroughly and tried to overcome the 

drawbacks by making our website more efficient.  
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